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Notebook: TO DO LISTS

Location: Governors State University
University Dr Monee, IL 60449 United States

APRC 2/13/20
Attendees: Amy Vujaklija, Li-Wei Peng, Shirley Spencer, Bill Kresse, Joong Won, Michel
Nguessan, John Simon, Carlos Ferran
Review for Anthropology and Sociology program Annual Listing
Concerns:
Identify required number of courses, selectives, for sociology and for anthropology.
With transfer credits from another university - what will be accepted?
Missing objectives and assessments
Email was sent to originator Christine Sintic and Chair Jason Zingshiem for clarification and
more information.
Economics, B.A. review - approved with the following feedback.
APRC recognizes the importance of the Economics program across the university. It is worthwhile to note that
economics courses support multiple university programs. The committee approves the program with the following
recommendations: Develop and implement plans for enrollment growth. Clarify that students must have the requisite
knowledge of college algebra for the required statistics and applied calculus. For the Narrative Part III (capstone), add a
sentence such as the following: Rubrics for written and oral assignments are produced by the faculty in accordance with
guidelines established by AACSB business accrediting body. Demonstrate the connection to objectives, e.g. technology
to support business communication or critical thinking in business contexts. Clarify that writing and other rubrics are at
the mastery level in the capstone course and that they are introduced in earlier sequences.
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Notebook: Faculty Senate

Location: 350 Monterey Dr New Lenox, IL
60451 United States

APRC 2/13/20
Attendees: Amy Vujaklija, Bill Kresse, Carlos Ferran, Michel Nguessan, John Simon, JoongWon Shin
Reviews
Economics, B.A. cyclical review - The committee approved this program with the following
feedback:
APRC recognizes the importance of the Economics program across the university. It is
worthwhile to note that economics courses support multiple university programs. The
committee approves the program with the following recommendations: Develop and
implement plans for enrollment growth. Clarify that students must have the requisite
knowledge of college algebra for the required statistics and applied calculus. For the
Narrative Part III (capstone), add a sentence such as the following: Rubrics for written and
oral assignments are produced by the faculty in accordance with guidelines established by
AACSB business accrediting body. Demonstrate the connection to objectives, e.g.
technology to support business communication or critical thinking in business contexts.
Clarify that writing and other rubrics are at the mastery level in the capstone course and that
they are introduced in earlier sequences.
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